


Dear Alfredo M. Ronchi, 

The e-Culture awards and acknowledgements arise in the context of the Anilla Cultural Latinoamérica-Europa 
in Uruguay, with the aim of promoting collaborative and co-creative work in advanced internet networks in the 
cultural field in art, science, technology and society.

For this edition we return to the founding and pioneering principles of the Ring, under the motto "Everybody 
knows something, nobody knows everything" (Juan Insua, CCCB) the award on this occasion honours all those who 
have contributed to the Ring during the period of celebration for the more than 10 years of its creation.  
On this occasion, three "Pioneers" categories were established, rewarding figures who have played this role in 
different areas of knowledge and who have contributed to society for its improvement. There are also the categories of 
"Acknowledgements" and "Acknowledgements" for different contributions and support to projects and programmes 
of Anilla Cultural UY and its global networks, locally, regionally and globally. Without losing sight of the future, a 
special section has been established for "Future Projects".

For this reason, we consider this edition to be "anthological" in its quantity and quality of distinguished 
persons and institutions. The online award ceremony has a high symbolic value both inside and outside the Cultural 
Ring.

During the online Award Ceremony, the winners will be announced. So, we invite you to join us on the 4th of 
May 2023, from 12h UYT (-3GMT), you can connect in a virtual room with your families, loved ones, colleagues, etc., 
to enjoy the event. And also, if you like, you can call on social networks to follow the live broadcast (Facebook & 
YouTube). 

We are very grateful for your reception of the award, which honours us and because we are building this 
trajectory together.

Yours sincerely, 

Delma Rodriguez Morales
Director

https://www.facebook.com/AnillaCultural
https://www.youtube.com/@AnillaCulturalUruguay


e-Culture Awards 2023
3rd Edition "Anthology”

ALFREDO M. RONCHI

Award in the "Pioneers" Category
for his role as "Pioneer in e-Culture" due to his intellectual production and 

relevant contributions to the scientific study of the field of e-Culture in relation to 

e-Services, e-Government, among others. Along with his professional life 

trajectory, he has collaborated intensively in different global communities for the 

improvement of the information society.



Background to the e-Culture Awards

The first edition of the award was organised on 20 
November 2018 and was held at the closing of a 
face-to-face and online event, from the Sala Delmira 
Agustini of the Teatro Solís in the city of Montevideo, 
Uruguay (recordings in Spanish and English).

In the second edition, awards are given to people 
who have collaborated in an extraordinary way for the 
development of Co-creation Lab (2019-2020) of Anilla 
Cultural, under the slogan "Co-creation crossing 
continents through the internet". In the same line of 
action, awards are given to national and foreign 
institutions that collaborate in different ways with 
Co-creation Lab. There were two very special categories, 
called "Trajectories" and "Promises". Each edition has 
its own criteria and guidelines and profiles that are 
shaped by the networking (recordings in Spanish and 
English). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNOz48vN__k&list=PLCMLAc7BEo5PZxKB573SMcM3dXjOy0-ER&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlZPRf3moDM&list=PLCMLAc7BEo5PZxKB573SMcM3dXjOy0-ER&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WItunpoaoSY&list=PLCMLAc7BEo5MzTnCkO8OjVwvwBoDPlOf5&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_mARl9R9hc&list=PLCMLAc7BEo5MzTnCkO8OjVwvwBoDPlOf5&index=4

